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Background

I Conventional linear predictive speech spectral analysis
degrades with additive background noise

I Solution: use a temporal weighting function in order to focus on the
less noisy regions of the signal

Weighted Linear Prediction (WLP)

I Conventional linear prediction (LP) determines a pth order
autoregressive (AR) model for signal sn by minimizing the sum of
squares of the prediction error [1]:
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I WLP is a generalization of LP, introducing temporal weighting of the
squared prediction error [2]:
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I Wn is the weighting function
I For constant Wn, WLP becomes identical to LP!

Stabilized Weighted Linear Prediction (SWLP)

I When a linear predictive model is used to synthesize sound (e.g.,
speech coding or speech synthesis), the all-pole model should be
stable

I SWLP is a recently developed variant of WLP, guaranteed to produce
stable synthesis models [3]

Weighting Function

I Short-time energy (STE) weighting [2]
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I The energy of M preceding samples
I In this work, M = 16 corresponds to one millisecond
I Weighting by short-time energy emphasizes the contribution of large

amplitude samples of noisy speech, for which the proportional amount
of noise corruption is likely to be small (large “instantaneous SNR”)

Spectral Properties

I WLP tends to produce sharper formants than LP
I SWLP tends to produce smoother formants than LP
I How robust are these AR methods, when the level of noise increases?

Evaluation

I MFCC feature extraction for large vocabulary continuous speech
recognition (LVCSR) as a test case for robustness of noisy speech
analysis

I LP, WLP and SWLP substituted in place of standard FFT in the initial
spectrum analysis stage of MFCC computation

I State-of-the-art Finnish language LVCSR recognizer developed at TKK
[4]

I Mismatch conditions: recognizer trained on clean speech and tested
using noisy recordings made in a car and in different public places

I Letter error rates (%) for the four variants of MFCC using different
spectrum estimation methods, with combined test data:

MFCC spectrum type
Channel type FFT LP WLP SWLP
almost clean 3.6 3.6 4.7 3.8

noisy 25.9 23.4 21.2 25.1
noisiest 51.8 42.9 39.5 42.8

Conclusions

I Out of four evaluated spectral analysis methods (FFT, LP, WLP, SWLP),
WLP appears to be the most robust in mismatch recognition conditions

I Although WLP can produce unstable synthesis models, with proper
precautions, this does not appear to be an issue in feature extraction

I Compared to baseline FFT, also SWLP offers improved robustness,
confirming earlier results [3]

Future Work

I Search for new weighting functions to replace STE
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